Content can be viewed by language, year, and title index. Granular content - users can search and click directly to components such as chapters or articles. Every content level has a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) and static URL. Integrated search results, PDF and READ version.

A citation tool for full content, integrating with popular bibliographic management systems.

Content in context - related content is one click away.

Links to previous editions with the option to download any full text such as chapters from the table of contents.

Users can navigate back and forth via hierarchical “breadcrumbs trail”

Bibliographic records in MARC21 XML format COUNTER & compliant usage statistics for all content

RSS Feeds

Users can read and share the READ version of content on all internet connected desktop and mobile devices

Access via Proxy server available

Updated interface allows search by theme, and/or by country

For questions related to access and subscriptions, please contact un-ilibrary@oecd.org.

For a complete list of themes and titles, please visit: un-ilibrary.org

Features

FEATURES

CONTENT

The United Nations iLibrary offers a wide range of content for all types of users. It is primarily designed for:

- Academic Institutions
- Libraries
- Research Institutions
- Corporations
- Governments and Parliaments
- Non-governmental Organizations

WHO IS IT FOR?

- Unlimited and concurrent access is available 24/7
- IP address recognition and/or username/password login

The United Nations iLibrary is developed in partnership with the OECD.

For all questions related to content, please contact iLibrary@un.org.

For questions related to access and subscriptions, please contact un-ilibrary@oecd.org.

Search and share United Nations books and statistics in one place.